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Academic Summary of Background History 

by Andrew Wrenn, Fellow of the Historical 

Association 

 

Who were the Vikings? 

The Vikings were seafaring peoples from Northern Europe, whose wooden longships carried them 

far away from their original Scandinavian countries of Denmark, Norway and Sweden, between 

around 800 and 1100 AD. 

 

They raided the countries of Western Europe, particularly Christian churches and monasteries 

vulnerable to attack, taking gold, silver and other valuables as well as captives who could be used as 

or sold on as slaves.  The Viking assault on Saxon England is usually dated from the raid on the island 

monastery of Lindisfarne in 793 AD, which shocked Christian opinion across Europe.  Yet Viking 

adventurers could also be traders as well, producing and exchanging high-quality goods, and always 

in search of new markets and lands. Vikings navigated the rivers of what became Russia, were 

recruited as mercenaries by the Byzantine emperors (the successors of the Roman Emperors based 

in Constantinople, now Istanbul) and settled in remote Iceland, Greenland and even on the coast of 
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North America, centuries before Christopher Columbus. Vikings also colonised Ireland, Scotland and 

northern and eastern England, which became known as the Danelaw. York, then known as Jorvik, 

became something like the capital of a powerful Viking kingdom. In 1016 the whole of England was 

conquered by the Danish king Cnut, and briefly united in a Viking Empire which straddled the North 

Sea. Even now, many placenames in the north of England owe their origin to the Vikings, whose DNA 

is still present in modern British blood lines.  

What does the excavation of Viking pottery in 

Yorkshire and elsewhere suggest about Viking diets? 

The sherds (fragments of broken pots) being studied by the archaeologists of the University of York’s 

Melting Pot project come from towns and villages across Yorkshire, Lincolnshire and the south of 

England. They have been analysed scientifically, and have revealed important traces of food 

consumption.  

 

They found that: 

• There was evidence of animal fat from cooked meat from sheep and cattle. 

• There was little evidence of pork (bacon or ham), marine (sea) fish or freshwater fish. 

• There was evidence of honey, mead (an alcoholic drink made with honey), or perhaps 

beeswax. 

• There was evidence of cereals (not modern breakfast cereals, but crops like wheat used to 

make bread) and green vegetables including leeks and members of the cabbage family. 

• There was less evidence of people eating pork in York than in towns back in Scandinavia, and 
no clear evidence of it in the pots. 
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From these findings archaeologists suggested that; 

• In England, pork might have been an important food, eaten on special occasions or by richer 

people who could afford it. 

• Pork and fish may not have been cooked in pots, but in other ways. People may still have 

eaten pork or fish but the evidence for how it was cooked may not have survived. 

• It may have been hard to get marine fish (caught at sea) to inland villages without it going 

off. 

 

What might a richer urban household in Jorvik have 

eaten? 

Archaeologists have extrapolated from archaeological and other evidence that the full diet of a 
richer urban Viking in such a city like Jorvik could have included beef as the main meat, with smaller 
amounts of pork and mutton, roasted on occasion. Goose, chicken, and duck (and/or their eggs) 
might be consumed. Also mackerel, eels, locally caught fish and perhaps also some deep sea fish 
along with oysters, cockles, and mussels.  
 

 
 
Milk and cheese would have been available along with bread and cereals, which could have been 
used in stews. The most common cereal was wheat, but rye and barley were also used sometimes. It 
is possible that the bread was made by slaves. There were lots of fruits, berries and nuts available 
(apples, plums, cherries, wild strawberries, blackberries, walnuts). Some fruits/berries must have 
been stewed/preserved in some way (including rowan berries, sloes and crab apples), while nettles 
could also be used as a food. Turnips, wild sorrel, peas, kale, brassicas, leeks carrots, parsnips, 
radishes, beans, beetroot were also grown. Spices included mint, yarrow, dill, fennel, summer 
savory, coriander, mustard, and imported grapes and figs were also available. 
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How might the diet of a poorer household in a 
country village differed? 
 
Less meat was probably eaten than in the diets of the rich. It was probably boiled in stews. 

The main meat would have been beef with smaller amounts of pork and mutton. 

Most of the eggs eaten were probably from chickens. 

Mackerel, eels, locally caught fish like pike and perch and oysters, cockles and mussels 

probably formed part of the diet, partly depending on how far inland the settlement was. 

Milk and cheese would have been consumed. Wheat was the most common cereal. but also 

with some some rye and barley. Breads may have been home produced, as quernstones for 

grinding flour have been found frequently in Viking dwellings. 

Beer, perhaps mead would have been drunk. Nettles were easily available. 

Some fruits, berries, and nuts were consumed (apples, plums, cherries, wild strawberries, 

blackberries) and must have been stewed/preserved in some way (rowan berries, sloes, crab 

apples).The same vegetables listed above would have been available to the poor. 
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What was Baghdad like in 900 A.D.? 

Following the death of the Prophet Muhammad, the founder of Islam, several successor states 

claimed to be the sole legitimate governors of the expanding Muslim world. The third of 

these caliphates derived from the Abbasid dynasty. Their first Caliph Al Mansur founded the 

new city of Baghdad on a bend of the river Tigris in what is now Iraq as his new capital in 

762. It was carefully planned and based on a novel circular design.  

 

One reason he chose the location was because it sat astride camel caravan routes that formed 

part of vital trade across the region. Baghdad became a major trading centre in its own right, 

bringing goods from across its territories and well beyond, for example furs, amber and 

slaves from Europe and silk and ceramics from China. The Abbasid caliphs also developed 

Baghdad as a base for learning and innovation. The “House of Wisdom” collected and 

translated ancient texts from Greece and elsewhere which Muslim scholars used for study. 

They built on the ideas of the Greeks, Romans, Persians, Indians and Chinese to develop new 

ideas in Mathematics, Medicine, Philosophy and other disciplines. New inventions such as 

the water wheel and the windmill increased agricultural productivity. Muslim architects and 

engineers constructed magnificently decorated mosques, palaces and monuments drawing on 

the expertise of past civilisations and other cultures of the empire. Other monotheistic 

religions (Christianity, Judaism and Zoroastrianism) were tolerated.  
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Baghdad became one of the greatest cities in the world during the Viking period in Europe 

and the Abbasids fostered what has become known as the Golden Age of Islam. Eventually 

the Abbasid caliphate decayed and in 1258 was sacked by the Mongols, sending shockwaves 

around the Muslim world and destroying much evidence of Abbasid achievement. 

 

How do we know what people in Abbasid Baghdad 
ate? 

Despite the destruction of the city in 1258, we know a lot about Baghdad`s cuisine, at least 

among its very wealthy elite. This is because recipe books compiled for them have survived, 

giving huge insight into how food was prepared, the ingredients used and where they were 

produced and imported from. Recipes reflected the wealth, sophistication and fashionable 

good taste of the households whose cooks devised them (the ultimate dream of a chef was a 

job in the kitchens of the Caliph`s palace). 

  

The most important of these books was by Ibn Sayyer al-Warraq and its title translates as 

“The Book of Cookery preparing Salubrious Foods and Delectable Dishes extracted from 
Medical Books and told by Proficient Cooks and the Wise.” 

The author is thought to have died in 961 and the book was probably compiled in 950. We 

know little of the author or his wealthy patron but it appears that he was able to draw on 

recipes and culinary knowledge from existing cookbooks and manuals. One strand of this and 

other cookbooks is not only that they include recipes for fine dining but also advice on 

preparations that might have medicinal value. While the Islamic ban on pork was observed 

the one on alcohol was sometimes broken. 
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 The following list of food ingredients that can be found in the Abbasid cookbooks show that 

ingredients were imported from well beyond the caliphate`s borders including from Europe, 

India and South East Asia. 

• Melon (Northeast Africa, Middle East) 

• Chickpeas (India, the Middle East) 

• Pomegranates (India, Iran, Mediterranean countries) 

• Almonds (the Middle East, South Asia) 

• Olives (Mediterranean countries, the Middle East) 

• Coriander or Cilantro (Middle East, Southern Europe, Southern Asia) 

• Pepper (Southern India) 

• Caraway (Central Europe, European Balkan mountains) 

• Galangal (Thailand, Malaysia and South-East Asia) 

• Rue (European Balkan mountains) 

• Cinnamon (Cassia) (Southern  India) 

• Cumin (Iran, Mediterranean countries) 

• Cloves (Indonesia) 

• Spikenard (China , Nepal, India) 

• Sea- musk (India) 

• Sea Costus (India) 

• Pistachio (Central Asia, Middle East) 

• Sesame (Africa and India) 

• Gourd (Asia, Europe, Africa) 

• Eggplant (Aubergine)(India) 

 Simple variants on basic recipes might be prepared in the homes of the poor and were always 

easily available from strictly regulated street or market vendors in the city. The survival of 

the recipe books means that historians have a much more accurate picture of Abbasid food 

consumption than archaeologists have been able to piece together on the Vikings. 

 

What do the Belitung shipwreck and the Skovsholm 
hoard tell us about Abbasid trading patterns? 

In 1998 Indonesian locals discovered the wreck of an ancient Arab dhow or sailing vessel off 

the coast of the island of Belitung. Archaeologists carefully excavated the site and the 

remarkable cargo was conserved and displayed in Singapore. It mostly consisted of 60,000 
high quality pots, mostly bowls and a few expensive gold plates and a gold cup. One bowl 
had this inscription on it “the 16th day of the seventh month of the second year of the Baoli 
reign” This is a Chinese date for the year 826 AD. A vase had what may be an Arabic 
inscription on it saying “Allah (God) is greatest.” Some bowls have what looks like Arab 
writing on them but it is not accurate. A small number of bowls have the phrase “Salaam” 
written on them. This is an Arabic greeting wishing peace. Scientists tested the wood the 
ship was built from and dated it between 700 and 900 AD. Archaeologists concluded that: 
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• The Belitung wreck was a Muslim Arab trading ship  
• It was built in the early ninth century AD 
• The Belitung was carrying mostly Chinese goods from China to Arabia (part of the 

Abbasid Empire) 
• It sank on the way home to Arabia in about 830 AD 
• Some of the Chinese pottery was made especially to be used or sold in the Abbasid 

Empire or other Muslim lands  
• The cargo was very valuable  
• It may have been for an important family like the Caliph`s in Baghdad  

As such this shipwreck is unique evidence of the extent of trade links between China and the 
Abbasid Caliphate at its height, demonstrating that Arab dhows were more than capable of 
navigating huge distances by sea beyond the empire. To help prove the point a modern Arab 
dhow called the Jewel of Muscat based on the design of the Belitung ship sailed all the way 
from Oman in Arabia to Singapore in 2011.    

 

Credit: Ji-Elle 
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Meanwhile in 2012 the largest hoard of Islamic silver coins in Denmark was discovered on 

the island of Bornholm, at Skovsholm. 

 

Credit: National Museum of Denmark 

It contained 151 coins (damaged and in fragments) buried after 855 AD and including 

Abbasid ones called dirhams. Such coins are known to have been used in trading in Europe 

and elsewhere because of their high silver value. Vikings may not have been able to read the 

Arabic inscriptions but that didn`t stop them using them for trading. Over 300, 000 Islamic 

coins have been recovered from hoards all over Scandinavia, indicating their appeal to Viking 

traders whatever their cargoes which might include furs, amber and slaves ultimately bound 

for the Abbasid Empire. The shipwreck and the hoard together are evidence of the reach of 

Abbasid trade from Scandinavia to China while its centre was Baghdad. 
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What was ancient Benin like? 

Benin was an ancient kingdom of the Edo people in what is now Southern Nigeria (not to be 

confused with the modern West African republic of the same name). The kingdom was first 

established in around 900 A.D. The dynasty changed around 1300 and the new rulers were 

known as Obas. They claimed divine status and built an elaborate society where power was 

delegated to a variety of palace, city and settlement chiefs. The magnificent city of Benin was 

founded with vast mud walls protecting it and dividing it up into distinct areas. 

 

 Seventeenth century European visitors noted its size, cleanliness and public safety 

favourably in contrast with great European cities of the same period. Parts of the city were set 

aside for particular specialist guilds and craftsmen produced various goods, some specific 

products such as those made from ivory (a luxury item) were made only on the orders of the 

Oba. In particular, Benin craftsman learned how to produce beautiful bronzes which adorned 

the palace walls to impress visitors and honoured ancestors on animist altars. Benin grew 

powerful through military conquest and shrewd trading, which included exchanging slaves 

with Europeans. As European colonisation expanded in the nineteenth century, the power of 

the Obas declined and the practice of human sacrifice appears to have increased. In 1897 the 

British used this as an excuse to sack the city and loots its bronzes and other treasures. The 

artworks of Benin astonished Victorian opinion and Benin bronzes are now scattered across 

western museums, including the British Museum in London. Nigerians, including the present 

Oba of Benin continue to call for the restitution of the bronzes to their homeland.  
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What are the limitations of available evidence about 
life in Benin? 

Recontructing the way of life in ancient Benin is difficult because of the lack of historical 

evidence. The old Kingdom of Benin had no writing system and stories, traditions and laws 

were passed down by oral tradition which is more difficult to verify than written sources. In 

some cases oral tradition can be embellished and be subject to change over time. In 

addition the ancient city of Benin was destroyed by the British Army in 1897. Old buildings 

were burned down and British soldiers looted the Oba`s palace of art treasures without 

recording much about them. Many objects were sold to museums in Britain, Europe and 

North America where they are still kept but the kind of evidence that historians and 

archaeologists might have been able to discover in their original setting is no longer 

available. Also the surviving treasures from the palace are limited in what they show of 

Benin life, mostly being images or sculptures  of important Benin people like the Obas, 

Queen Mothers, chiefs and warriors  or of what they valued.  
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Very little evidence is left of the life of ordinary people. In addition little archaeological 

excavation has been attempted and the site of the old city has been built over or has 

returned to jungle. There are some full written accounts of life in Benin by European 

merchants, adventurers, missionaries, officials and soldiers. However while they are 

detailed these accounts need to be treated with caution. Some come to us through 

translation or are contained within works complied by writers who never visited Africa. 

Later European accounts of life in Benin, particularly from the Victorian period can be 

coloured by the racist thinking of the time (Victorian critics could not credit that Africans 

were capable of producing such beautiful art when the Benin bronzes were displayed in 

London for the first time).  Examining the diet of modern Edo people sheds some light on 

the probable diet of their ancestors, especially around the use of traditional staples but it 

cannot provide the evidence about food consumption that archaeologists can derive from 

Viking pottery or historians can gain from the recipes of Abbasid Baghdad.  

What does their use of animals tells us about life in 

ancient Benin?    

Benin people valued animals in the light of their own human society. Predators such as 

leopards and large animals like elephants were prized not only because of the use that their 

body parts such as ivory tusks could be put too but because of the power, strength and 

prestige that they were associated with. Possession of these animals or their body parts 

could reinforce the way their bearers or owners were regarded in society. Obas signalled 

their own authority to their people by association with these animals. For example 

elephants were mighty, strong and wise like the Oba. Elephant hunters had to give one tusk 

from every elephant they killed to the Oba and ivory was reserved for special royal carving. 

Leopards were kings of the wild animals just like obas were kings of men. Kings and chiefs 

gave leopard`s teeth to their warriors to wear around their necks as signs of courage. Some 

Obas kept tame leopards in their palace.  
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The Oba claimed divine powers as lord of the earth and the sea. That was why his legs were sometimes 

shown as if they were mudfish (mudfish could breathe on land and water and were messengers of the 

sea god). Mudfish can also give you something like an electric shock when they are touched. This was 

like the fearsome power of the Oba. 

By contrast most domestic animals and many other wild ones had little value placed on them. They 

could be hunted and eaten as part of an ordinary diet or sacrificed as a matter of course to appease the 

gods and the ancestors. More highly valued animals might also be sacrificed at times by wealthy or 

prestigious individuals but they were expected to share out the resulting meat among the wider 

community.  
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Who were the Maya? 

 

The Maya were a civilisation of Central America who reached the height of their power 

between 250 and 900 AD during what has been defined as the classical period. Although they 

shared a common language, culture and religion the Maya were politically divided into rival 

kingdoms based in stone built cities. Most of the population were farmers who grew crops 

and kept animals in settlements in the tropical rainforest, clearing new soil through "slash and 

burn" techniques and building stone terraces for cultivation on mountainsides. The kings 

were assisted by an aristocratic elite who could read and write using sophisticated glyphs and 

wore distinct costume.  

 

Both they and the common people owned slaves. Maya religious belief demanded regular 

human sacrifice and victims could be beheaded, disembowelled or thrown down the steps of 

a pyramid. Maya people observed the skies carefully and these observations help to explain 

their precise and accurate calendars. Much evidence of ancient Maya culture was destroyed 

during the later Spanish conquest of the sixteenth century but a few written sources have 

survived and been translated. Maya people and culture survive in to the present. 
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What can the Rio Azul pot tell us about the Maya? 

In 1989 archaeologists excavated a royal Maya tomb in a ruined city sealed in about 400 AD 

in Rio Azul in Guatamala. The originally shrouded body was surrounded by 14 vessels of 

different kinds including a screw top clay pot. 

For an image of the Rio Azul pot see 

http://www.latinamericanstudies.org/rio-azul.htm  

 For a reconstruction of the original appearance of the tomb see 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/galasdeguatemala/8126505485  

The Maya glyphs (writing) on the pot translated as “It is his (the rulers)  cup for witik cacao 

(a type of chocolate drink), and for koxom mul cacao (another type of chocolate 

drink)”.Scientific analysis of the inside of the pot found traces of Caffeine and Theobromine. 

The pot is used to support other evidence that the Maya cultivated Cacao beans and 

produced high value chocolate drinks which may have also had ritual significance. 

 

The fact that of his surviving possessions this pot was included in the king`s tomb indicates 

its importance and that of the drink or drinks it originally contained. Objects included in 

burials were often thought to be needed by the dead owner in the afterlife. 

http://www.latinamericanstudies.org/rio-azul.htm
https://www.flickr.com/photos/galasdeguatemala/8126505485
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What did the evidence preserved at Ceren in El 
Salvador reveal about life in a Maya village? 
 

About 660 AD during the Maya classical period, the Loma Caldera volcano in El Salvador 
erupted, burying the ten acre Maya village of Ceren in ash and preserving it in excellent 
condition. Unlike at Pompeii in Italy (which ash from Mount Vesuvius buried in 79 AD 
surprising and killing many residents), the 200 villagers of Ceren were able to escape alive, 
perhaps because they had warning from an initial earthquake. The site has been carefully 
excavated since 1978 and was declared a World Heritage Site in 1993. 
 

 
 
Credit: Mariordo 

 
The volcanic ash preserved the village to the extent that researchers have seen finger marks 
in ceramic bowls, footprints in gardens that have ash casts of cornstalks, thatched rooves, 
pots with beans in them and woven blankets. It is rare for archaeologists to discover such 
organic material that would normally rot away.  
Remains revealed evidence of the cultivation or harvest of the following fruit and 
vegetables; maize, beans, squashes, gourds, chiles, manioc (a root vegetable that can be 
ground in to a type of flour), cacao beans, malanga, guayaba, nances and avocados. In 
addition evidence was found of consumption of dogs, deer, snails and duck. 
Excavation so far had documented details of food production and other activities in several 
households. 
Household One had lots of hammerstones scattered around which were used for shaping 

hard stone in to useful items. There was one main set of grinding stones (which had been 
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shaped by hammerstones) and which showed lots of use in grinding maize. The big stone 

was called a metate and the small stone a mano. Household Two possessed five other 

grinding stones which showed little sign of use. In the storehouse five very small hollowed 

out gourds were found with cinnabar (a dye made from powdered rock) inside. 

There was also a large bag of wet volcanic ash (from before the eruption) which can be used 

for scrapping out the insides of gourds prior to painting. Household Four  had 70 agave 

plants growing outside the house (it only takes 5 agave plants to make enough fibre a 

household needs for a year (to make bags ,twine etc). There were poles outside the house 

that could have been use for drying agave before it got turned in to fibre. Ground cotton 

seeds (for making oil) and whole chiles were found in storage jars.There was a cacao tree in 

the garden of the house and cacao beans were stored in the house. There were many chile 

plants in the large garden.  

Archaeologists concluded that; 

 Each household in Ceren produced or made more of something than the family 
needed. 

 

 Household One shaped grinding stones and exchanged them for things produced 
by other households in the village or nearby. 

 

 

 

 Household Two made painted gourds and exchanged them for things produced 
by other households in the village or nearby. 
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 Household Four grew chiles and cacao beans, made agave fibre and oil (from 
cotton seeds) and exchanged them for things produced by other household s in 
the village or nearby. 

 

In addition each households possessed around 12 hollowed out gourds for storage and over 

70 pots made from clay (most made locally but some from a distance) and stored valuable 

and very hard jade axes in their thatched rooves. These came from 130 km away. 

Households had obsidian cutting tools (made from volcanic rock) stored in their thatched 

rooves. The tools broke easily and often needed replacing. They were made 80 km away. 

The village also harvested far more manioc and maize than it could eat in a year. 

From this evidence archaeologists concluded that; 

• Villagers took things they produced to markets far from the village 

• In these markets they traded their goods for valuable products they did not make 

themselves such as jade axes, obsidian tools and specially decorated pots.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
 

 

   

 

 

 


